Future Meetings of the Amer. Assoc. Adv. Science

Rochester, New York, June 16-18, 1936, with Semi-Centennial
of Sigma Xi at Ithaca, N. Y., June 19, 20.
Atlantic, N. J., December 28, 1936, to January 2, 1937.
Denver, Colo., summer, 1937. Joint meeting with Southwestern
and Pacific Coast Divisions.
Indianapolis, Ind., December 27, 1937, to January 1, 1938.
S E C O N D M E E T I N G OF T H E S E A T T L E B R A N C H

On December 17, 1935, again at the
Seattle Weather Bureau office, the
monthly meeting of the Seattle branch
was held, Mr. L. C. Fisher presiding.
Three of those present had come from
some distance, one having driven 125
miles to attend.
Mr. P. E. Church spoke briefly on
some of the principles of the frontal
theory. Mr. P. R. Hill, of the Weather
Bureau, told of his exciting experiences during a heavy windstorm at
North Head in 1921. At the time
when the anemometer was destroyed
by a falling radio tower the wind
velocity was in excess of 110 m. p. h.
More than 6 billion bd. ft. of timber
was blown down during this storm.
Lt. C. C. Adams, chief aerographer at
the Sand Point Navy Field then exhibited and explained an airplane
meteorograph, described the routine
of the daily ascent and told of the
value of the records obtained. If fog

closes in at Sand Point and Boeing
Field during the flight a landing is
made at Ellensburg on the east side
of the Cascades, where it is nearly
always clear.
There was some discussion as to a
project, to be carried out by the whole
group, for making a study of the
temperatures of Seattle. All present
were in favor of getting out early
some morning and taking air and
water temperatures at certain previously designated points.
At the suggestion of Mr. T. E. Jermin, of the Weather Bureau, it was
decided to have at each meeting a
discussion of some phase of the frontal
theory and air masses.
At the January meeting Mr. G. A.
Walters, of the Tahoma High School,
Maple Valley, will discuss the properties of polar continental air.—Phil
E. Church.

S Y S T E M A T I C REPORTING OF W E A T H E R FROM
IN FLIGHT 1

AIRPLANES

By 0. T. LARSON, United Air Lines, Chicago.
A few years ago, prior to the advent it" before being definitely assured
of aircraft two-way radio, it was fre- that a through flight could be accomquently difficult to diagnose existing plished with safety. As a result of
weather situations accurately due to the uncertainty existing there were
uncertainty in connection with devel- quite a number of planes dispatched
opments occurring locally between the which were forced to return to the
airway reporting stations. There were station or to land enroute at some
also times when there was question as emergency field due to stress of
to the accuracy of the reports received weather. The above picture has been
from the stations. At that time, dur- changed considerably and now through
ing periods of doubtful weather, there the periodic radio reports received
were occasions when it was necessary from planes in flight personnel on the
for the pilot to "go out and look at ground and other pilots enroute are
in position to formulate in their own
1Read
at the Minneapolis Meeting, June,
minds clear pictures of the weather
1935.
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conditions as observed from the flying
levels. The weather reports received
from airplanes in flight have certainly
provided a very valuable supplement
to the surface data.
If accurate weather forecasts are
to be made it is first necessary that
the individual making the determination have a detailed and accurate picture of the weather situation as it
exists at the moment the analysis is
being made. If there is uncertainty
as to conditions existing at the moment it is certainly not to be expected
of the forecaster to state definitely
just what the situation is going to be
3, 6 or 12 hours later on. The airplane
weather reports, where flights over
the airways are of sufficient frequency, provide the check on existing
weather conditions and such supplementary reports make it possible for
the forecaster to improve his determinations. For example, more and
more flights are now being made
either through or over the top of the
cloud masses. The surface information regularly available frequently
makes it impossible to determine with
any degree of accuracy the altitude
at which the top of cloud formations
may be found, or to determine definitely the vertical temperature gradients existing within and above the
cloud masses. During periods wherein
certain types of icing conditions are
probable it is quite necessary that the
vertical temperature gradients be
known, as it is frequently practicable
to route planes in such cases through
inversion layers where there is no
danger of ice formation. Through
careful analysis of the airplane reports and through correlation of the
airplane reports with surface data
we have been able to operate safely
through weather conditions which
otherwise might appear to be unsafe.
For the information of those who
are not entirely familiar with the
present plane-to-ground weather re-

porting set up I shall briefly outline
the procedure as it is followed on
United Air Lines:
Each trip or flight has assigned to
it a definite radio reporting schedule,
the reports being transmitted normally at 30-minute intervals. Just
prior to each reporting schedule the
pilot makes his observations—starting
the transmission of his report exactly
on the predetermined schedule. Each
report is transmitted in accordance
with a standard procedure and includes weather information in the following order:
Location of the plane at the time
of the report;
Altitude of the plane above sealevel ;
Extent of cloudiness (within range
of the pilot's vision) ;
Type of cloudiness when such report
will assist in clarifying the
weather picture;
Altitude to the base of the clouds
and/or altitude to the top of the
cloud formation—altitude given
as above sea-level;
Horizontal visibility including report on causes for any restricted
visibility;
Free air temperature;
Report on roughness of the air;
A summary of conditions encountered since the last periodic report was transmitted;
Special advices which might be of
value to other pilots subsequently
scheduled to fly that particular
route.
The reports are copied verbatim,
on forms designed for the purpose, by
operators at the ground stations; and
the forms are then immediately posted
for the attention of personnel who
have supervision over the flight operations and for the information of pilots
who are later to fly the routes. Incidentally the forms are prepared in
duplicate and one copy is retained by
the radio operator enabling him to be
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in position to pass the aloft data on
to other pilots in the area in cases
where they did not hear the original
reports. Each terminal station along
the route receives and copies all of
the airplane reports as transmitted
between it and each of the adjacent
terminals. There are always at least
two ground stations and in some cases,
depending on the position of the plane,
as many as five stations recording the
data being transmitted. This provides
each station with complete aloft information for the sectors into which
planes are to be dispatched. The reports from selected flights are also
regularly made available to the airport offices of the U. S. Weather Bureau for their information.
The value of the aloft reports increases in direct proportion to the
number of scheduled trips flown.
Where five to ten round trips are
flown over a particular airway during
each 24-hour period the airplane reports are then presented in a very
satisfactory sequence and at no time
are the latest reports over a very few
hours old, usually only a few minutes
old. Even greater advantage can be
secured through the use of the airplane reports by clearing them through
some central agency such as the U. S.
Weather Bureau. For several months
the Weather Bureau airport offices
at Portland, Salt Lake City and Oakland collected the reports as transmitted from the planes flying into
those points with a view to improving
their weather determinations.
The
supplementary information so provided made it possible for forecasting
offices to analyze the existing situations more accurately and to improve
on their forecasts. Recently the U.
S. Weather Bureau set up a procedure
whereby the airplane reports from all
airlines operating into a station could
be cleared through the airport Weather Bureau offices, and information and
forecasts relative to weather condi-

tions at flying levels thereby made
available for distribution from such
offices. The Weather Bureau is to be
complimented for their action in this
case. It is undoubtedly a step in the
right direction.
The systematic reporting of weather
from airplanes in flight has also provided assistance along lines which may
not be classed as being strictly meteorological. Through determining the
temperature conditions encountered by
planes previously over an airway it
is an easy matter to route subsequent
trips into levels where maximum passenger comfort may be enjoyed. During periods of extreme temperature
conditions on the ground it is frequently possible to route the planes
into levels where the temperatures are
moderate—without the necessity for
exploring for such conditions. Similarly the reports on bumpiness makes
it practicable for the pilots to takeadvantage of the conditions encountered by pilots previously over the
routes and by so doing fly the planes
in the smoothest air.
It is interesting to know that the
weather observers along the airways
are constantly on the alert to check
their ceiling reports against the reports transmitted by pilots in their
immediate vicinity. It is believed that
the two-way radio has done much to
train the observers along the airways
and that the reports being received
from such points are showing continual improvement.
Obviously the airplane reports can
be received only when weather conditions are such that planes may be
operated over the airways.
The
weather data provided through the
co-operation of the U. S. Weather
Bureau and the Bureau of Air Commerce provide the basis for all determinations. The aloft reports serve
only to supplement the regularly provided information as received from
the Governmental agencies.
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